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Who are we, and what are we looking for?

At Networx, we believe in empowering great people to do exceptional work! With over 20

years of experience and expertise in the home improvement industry, we've proudly served

over 10 million homeowners and supported thousands of contractors in growing their

businesses. Our core values - Evolve, Do the Right Thing, Chop Wood Carry Water, and

Celebrate Success - are more than words; they're guiding principles that shape our actions

and inspire us to exceed our expectations.

Whether you're in Jerusalem, Tel A Viv, or our US-based office you will find a vibrant

culture of fun, collaboration, and innovation! We foster an environment where everyone has

the opportunity to thrive as we work towards our mission to Win Contractors More Jobs.

Join us at Networx and be part of a dynamic team where your contributions are valued, your

ideas are encouraged, and your growth is supported!

Summary

At Networx, we embrace evolution, and that journey extends to our product! We are

seeking a highly skilled Product Manager to work cross-functionally, bring new ideas, and

manage the processes of transforming and maintaining our product. This role is tailor-

made for a Product Manager with a proven track record in analytics and product launches,

ready to shape and execute a product strategy. We're seeking someone with a deep

understanding of the product life cycle, UI/UX, and experience incorporating agile

methodologies. Ideal candidates will excel in defining user experiences that scale

effectively, leveraging insights and innovation, and will join a team where you'll have the
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tools and support to bring projects to a successful close. If you're driven by the prospect of

making a significant impact and thriving in fast-paced environments, we invite you to apply

to join the Networx Product team!

Responsibilities:

Manage product requirements and guide product development through agile

methodologies, including user story creation

Collaborate with appropriate stakeholders and R&D teams to establish clear requirements and

ensure top-notch product delivery

Utilize analytics, market research, usability studies, and competitive analysis to inform

decision-making processes

Develop and prioritize a comprehensive product roadmap focused on innovation, technical

debt reduction, and ongoing maintenance and support

Use Project Management skills to prioritize, organize, and bring multiple projects to a

successful completion

Requirements

3 years of experience in Product Management or a similar position within a product team

Communicate verbally and in writing fluently in US English 

Experience working with agile development teams

Experience launching successful products

Highly analytical 

Full understanding of UI/UX 

Project management skills 

You must be available to reliably commute to work in our Jerusalem office 3 days a week 

Good home office working environment including a quiet space and high-speed internet

Benefits

Why Networx



Work with an international company & team

Great career development and growth opportunities in a fast-growing company

Holiday and Parental Leave

Hybrid work model

Family events and fun in-office activities
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